A new ultrasound contrast imaging approach based on the combination of multiple imaging pulses and a separate release burst.
A new ultrasound contrast imaging technique is described that optimally employs the rupture of the contrast agent. It is based on a combination of multiple high frequency, broadband, imaging pulses and a separate release burst. The imaging pulses are used to survey the target before and after the rupture and release of free gas bubbles. In this way, both processes (imaging and release) can be optimized separately. The presence of the contrast agent is simply detected by correlating or subtracting the signal responses of the imaging pulses. Because the time delay between the imaging pulses can be very short, the subtraction is less affected by tissue motion and can be done in real time. In vitro measurements showed that by using a release burst, the detection sensitivity increased 12 to 43 dB for different types of contrast agents. In the presence of a moving phantom, the increase in sensitivity was 22 dB. This new method is very sensitive for contrast agent detection in fundamental imaging mode and, therefore, non-linear propagation effects do not limit the maximum obtainable agent-to-tissue ratio. However, because of the inherent destruction of the contrast agent, it has to operate in an intermittent way. Through experiments, we have demonstrated the potential of the method to achieve simultaneous high sensitivity for contrast detection, i.e., high agent-to-tissue ratio, and high spatial resolution performance for different types of contrast agents.